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phrase structured grammar for English, and you already
have background descriptions for noun, verb, and verb
phrase, but no definition for a noun phrase. "Inventing" a
definition for noun phrase would considerably simplify the
overall hypothesized descriptions. However, the space of
possible new predicates that could be invented is clearly
large, and its topology not clearly understood.

ILP has found powerful applications in areas of scientific
discovery in which the expressive power of logic programs is
necessary for representing the concepts involved. Most nota-
bly, ILP techniques have been used to discover constraints on
the molecular structures of certain biological molecules.
These semiautomated scientific "discoveries" include a new
structural alert for mutagenesis and the suggestion of a new
binding site for an HIV protease inhibitor. ILP techniques
have also been demonstrated capable of building large gram-
mars automatically from example sentences.

The philosopher of science Gillies (1996) has made a
careful comparison of techniques used in ILP with Bacon
and Popper's conception of scientific induction. Gillies
concludes that ILP techniques combine elements from
Bacon's "pure" knowledge-free notion of induction and
Popper's falsificationist approach. ILP has helped clarify a
number of issues in the theory, implementation, and appli-
cation of inductive inference within a computational logic
framework.

See also DEDUCTIVE REASONING; PROBABILITY, FOUN-
DATIONS OF

-Stephen Muggleton
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Infant Cognition

Questions about the origins and development of human
knowledge have been posed for millennia. What do new-
born infants know about their new surroundings, and what
do they learn as they observe events, play with objects, or
interact with people? Behind these questions are deeper
ones: By what processes does knowledge grow, how does it
change, and how variable are its developmental paths and
endpoints?

Studies of cognition in infancy have long been viewed as
a potential source of answers to these questions, but they
face a problem: How does one find out what infants know?
Before the twentieth century, most studies of human knowl-
edge depended either on the ability to reflect on one's
knowledge or on the ability to follow instructions and per-
form simple tasks with focused attention. Infants obviously
are unfit subjects for these studies, and so questions about
their knowledge were deemed unanswerable by scientists as
different as HERMANVONHELMHOLTZand Edward Brad-
ford Titchener.

The study of cognition in infancy nevertheless began in
earnest in the 1920s, with the research of JEANPIAGET.
Piaget observed his own infants' spontaneous, naturally
occurring actions under systematically varying condi-
tions. Some of his most famous observations centered on
infants' reaching for objects under different conditions of
visibility and accessibility. Infants under nine months of
age, who showed intense interest in visible objects, either
failed to reach for objects or reached to inappropriate
locations when the objects were occluded. Search failures
and errors declined with age, a change that Piaget attrib-
uted to the emergence of abilities to represent objects as
enduring, mechanical bodies. He proposed a domain-gen-
eral, constructivist theory of cognitive development,
according to which the development of object representa-
tions was just one manifestation of a more general change
in cognitive functioning over the period from birth to
eighteen months.

Later investigators have confirmed Piaget's central
observations but questioned his conclusions. Studies of
motor development suggest that developmental changes
in infants' search for hidden objects stem in part from
developing abilities to reach around obstacles, manipulate
two objects in relation to one another, and inhibit prepo-
tent actions. When these abilities are not required (for
example, when infants are presented with an object that is
obscured by darkness rather than by occlusion), success-
ful search occurs at younger ages. The causes of develop-
mental changes in search are still disputed, however, with
different accounts emphasizing changes in action, ATIEN-
TION, MEMORY,object representations, and physical
knowledge.
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Recent studies of cognition in infancy have tended to
focus on early-developing actions such as kicking, sucking,
and looking. Experiments have shown that even newborn
infants learn to modify their actions so as to produce or
change a perceived event: for example, babies will suck on a
pacifier with increased frequency or pressure if the action is
followed by a sound, and they will suck harder or longer for
some sounds than for others. Studies using this method pro-
vide evidence that newborn infants recognize their parents'
voices (they suck harder to hear the voice of their mother
than the voice of a different woman) and their native lan-
guage (they suck harder to produce speech in their own
community's language). Both abilities likely depend on
auditory perception and learning before birth.

A variant of this method is based on the finding that
infants' sucking declines over time when followed by the
same sound and then increases if the sound changes. This
pattern is the basis of studies of infants' auditory discrimi-
nation, CA1EGORIZATION,and memory, and it reveals
remarkably acute capacities for SPEECHPERCEPTIONin the
first days of life. Indeed, young infants are more sensitive
than adults to speech contrasts outside their native language.
Studies of older infants, using similar procedures and a
headturn response, reveal abilities to recognize the sounds
of individual words and predictable sequences of syllables
well before speech begins. The relation between these early-
developing abilities and later LANGUAGEACQUISITIONis an
open question guiding much current research.

Since the middle of the twentieth century, many studies
of cognition in infancy have used some aspect of visual
attention as a window on the development of knowledge.
Even newborn infants show systematic differences in look-
ing time to different displays, preferring patterned to homo-
geneous pictures, moving to stationary objects, and familiar
people to strangers. Like sucking, looking time declines
when a single display is repeated and increases when a new
display appears. Both intrinsic preferences and preferences
for novelty provide investigators with measures of detection
and discrimination not unlike those used by traditional psy-
chophysicists. They have produced quite a rich body of
knowledge about early PERCEPTUALDEVELOPMENT.Investi-
gators now know, for example, that one-week-old infants
perceive depth and the constant sizes of objects over varying
distances, that two-month-old infants have begun to per-
ceive the stability of objects over self motion and conse-
quent image displacements in the visual field, and that
three-month-old infants perceive both similarities among
animals within a single species and differences across dif-
ferent species.

Perhaps the most intriguing, and controversial, studies
using preferential looking methods have focused on more
central aspects of cognitive development in infancy.Return-
ing to knowledge of objects, experiments have shown that
infants as young as three months look systematically longer
at certain events that adults find unnatural or unexpected,
relative to superficially similar events that adults find natu-
ral. In one series of studies, for example, three-month-old
infants viewed an object that was initially fully visible on a
horizontal surface, an opaque screen in front of the object
rotated upward and occluded the object, and then the screen

either stopped at the location of the object (expected for
adults) or rotated a full half turn, passing through the space
that the object had occupied (unexpected). Infants looked
longer at the latter event, despite the absence of any intrinsic
preference for the longer rotation. Infants' looking patterns
suggested that they represented the object's continuous
existence, stable location, and solidity, and that they reacted
with interest or surprise when these properties were vio-
lated.

In further investigations of these abilities, the limits of
early-developing object knowledge have been explored.
Thus, four-month-old infants have been found to be more
sensitive to the contact relations among object motions
(they represent objects as initiating motion on contact with
other objects) than to the inertial properties of object
motions (they fail to represent objects as moving at constant
or smoothly changing velocities in the absence of obsta-
cles). Very young infants also have been shown to detect
and discriminate different numbers of objects in visible and
partly occluded displays when numbers are small or numer-
ical differences are large. With large set sizes and small dif-
ferences, in contrast, infants fail to respond reliably to
number. Studies of cognition in infancy are most revealing
where they show contrasting patterns of success and failure,
as in these examples, because the patterns provide insight
into the nature of the cognitive systems underlying their per-
formance.

Where infants have shown visual preferences for events
that adults judge to be unnatural, controversy has arisen
concerning the interpretation of infants' looking patterns.
For example, Baillargeon (1993) has proposed that the pat-
terns provide evidence for early-developing, explicit knowl-
edge of objects; Karmiloff-Smith (1992) has proposed that
the patterns provide evidence for an initial system of object
representation not unlike early-developing perceptual sys-
tems; and Haith (Haith and Bensen 1998) has proposed that
preferential looking to unnatural events depends on sensory
or motor systems attuned to subtle, superficial properties of
the events. These contrasting possibilities animate current
research.

Alongside these studies is a rich tradition of research on
infants' social development, providing further insight into
their cognitive capacities. Newborn infants attend to human
faces, recognize familiar people, and even imitate some
facial gestures and expressions in a rudimentary way. By six
months, infants follow people's gaze and attend to objects
on which people have acted. By nine months, infants repro-
duce other people's actions on objects, and they communi-
cate about objects with gestures such as pointing. These
patterns suggest that infants have considerable abilities to
learn from other people, and they testify to early-developing
knowledge about human action. Studies probing the nature
of this knowledge, using methods parallel to the preferential
looking methods just described, reveal interesting differ-
ences. Whereas infants represent inanimate object motions
as initiated on contact, they represent human actions as
directed to goals; whereas continuity of motion provides the
strongest information for object identity, constancy of prop-
erties such as facial features provides stronger information
for personal identity. Evidence for these differences has
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been obtained only recently and much remains to be
learned, but research already suggests that distinct systems
of knowledge underlie infants' reasoning about persons and
inanimate objects.

In sum, the descriptive enterprise of characterizing
infants' developing knowledge is well under way, both in
the preceding domains and in others not mentioned. In con-
trast, the deeper and more important enterprise of explain-
ing early cognitive development has hardly begun. Most
investigators agree that knowledge is organized into
domain-specific systems at a very early age, but they differ
in their characterizations of those systems and their explana-
tions for each system's emergence and growth. Elman et al.
(1996) suggest that infants are endowed with a collection of
connectionist learning systems whose differing architec-
tures and processing characteristics predispose them to treat
information from different domains. Spelke and others sug-
gest that infants are endowed with systems of core knowl-
edge that remain central to humans as adults. Carey (1991)
proposes that infants are endowed with modular systems for
processing perceptual information, but CONCEPTUAL
CHANGEoccurs as these systems are partly superceded over
development by more central systems of representation. As
research on infants' learning, knowledge, and perception
progresses, these views and others will become more ame-
nable to empirical test.

References to the experiments discussed earlier can be
found in Bertenthal (1996), Haith and Bensen (1998), Man-
dler (1998), and Spelke and Newport (1998). Discussions of
infant cognition from diverse theoretical perspectives are
listed in the references.

See also COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT; INTERSUBJECTIVITY;
NAIVE PHYSICS; NATIVISM; PHONOLOGY, ACQUISITION OF

-Elizabeth S. Spelke
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Information Theory

Information theory is a branch of mathematics that deals
with measures of information and their application to the
study of communication, statistics, and complexity. It origi-
nally arose out of communication theory and is sometimes
used to mean the mathematical theory that underlies com-
munication systems. Based on the pioneering work of
Claude Shannon (1948), information theory establishes the
limits to the shortest description of an information source
and the limits to the rate at which information can be sent
over a communication channel. The results of information
theory are in terms of fundamental quantities like entropy,
relative entropy, and mutual information, which are defined
using a probabilistic model for a communication system.
These quantities have also found application to a number of
other areas, including statistics, computer science, complex-
ity and economics. In this article, we will describe these
basic quantities and some of their applications. Terms like
information and entropy are richly evocative with multiple
meanings in everyday usage; information theory captures
only some of the many facets of the notion of information.
Strictly speaking, information theory is a branch of mathe-
matics, and care should be taken in applying its concepts
and tools to other areas.

Information theory relies on the theory of PROBABILITY
to model information sources and communication chan-
nels. A source of information produces a message out of a
set of possible messages. The difficulty of communication
or storage of the message depends only on length of the
representation of the message and can be isolated from the
meaning of the message. If there is only one possible mes-
sage, then no information is transmitted by sending that


